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Abstract. A corpus-sensitive algorithm for tonal analysis is described. The algorithm 
learns a tonal vocabulary and syntax by grouping together chords that share scale 
degrees and occur in the same contexts and then compiling a transition matrix between 
these chord groups. When trained on a common-practice corpus, the resulting 
vocabulary of chord groups approximates traditional diatonic Roman numerals, with 
some notable non-tertian exceptions. These parameters are then used to determine the 
key and vocabulary items used in an unanalyzed piece of music. Such a corpus-based 
method highlights the properties of common-practice music on which traditional 
analysis is based, while offering the opportunity for analytical and pedagogical 
methods more sensitive to the characteristics of individual repertories. 
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1 Introduction 

Figure 1 shows the first phrase from Mozart’s Theme and Variations, K. 284, iii. A 
human would analyze the two chords within the dotted boxes as vi in D major and ii6 
in A major, respectively. However, while this task may be straightforward for human 
musicians, the computational task is anything but. First, the computer must recognize 
that a B-minor triad underlies the circled pitch-class content, <1, 2, 4, 6, 11> even 
though the ordering and metric position of the triad’s pcs is not consistent between the 
two events. Second, the computer must recognize the ideal keys in which the two B-
minor triads function. This task is approximated in the rows below the example: we 
might imagine the program comparing various tonal interpretations, settling on the 
most probable D major and A major analyses.  

Computational models of tonal analysis can be usefully grouped into two catego-
ries: algorithms that begin with assumed frameworks, or top-down models, and those 
whose parameters are drawn from the properties of musical data, or bottom-up mod-
els. The top-down category includes algorithms whose parameters are set using some 
preexistent theory. These include Context Free Grammars in which a musical surface 
is reduced into increasingly simple pre-programmed grammatical objects (Winograd 
[1], Rohrmeier [2], and Quick [3]), rules-based systems in which music is analyzed 
via decision trees or preference rules (Maxwell [4], Temperley [5], Temperley and 
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Sleator [6]), and template-matching procedures (Pardo and Birmingham [7], Barthe-
lemy and Bonardi [8], Illescas, Rizo, and Iñesta [9]). The bottom-up category, on the 
other hand, contains computational models that learn statistics and probabilities from 
some context: while the structure of the model may be preset by the analyst, the mod-
el’s parameters are set via interaction with some data set. This category includes neu-
ral works in which connections are learned via exposure to a corpus (Bharucha [10], 
Hörnel and Ragg [11]), stylistic mimicry in which aspects of a dataset are rearranged 
to produce the new compositions in some style (Cope [12], [13]) and probabilistic 
models, where properties of an analyzed corpus are used to garner information about 
unanalyzed music (Temperely [14], Rohrmeier and Cross [15], Quinn [16], Quinn and 
Mavromatis [17]).  

This paper will introduce an aggressively bottom-up approach to algorithmic key 
finding by creating a model that learns a chord vocabulary from a common-practice 
corpus and then uses this vocabulary to analyze musical surfaces. The resulting anal-
yses will be similar to traditional Roman-numeral analysis. The motivation behind 
this study is twofold. First, such a corpus-based approach will make explicit those 
characteristics of common-practice repertoires that encourage the decisions and as-
sumptions underlying traditional analytical practice, something that has both theoreti-
cal and pedagogical fallout. Second, by basing our analytical model on a corpus, we 
let a repertoire “speak for itself,” minimizing the problematic dynamics of a general-
ized canonical model of analysis. Our approach shall be driven both by formalism and 
intuition: while attempting to adhere to formalisms as much as possible, several heu-
ristic steps shall be taken to conform the program’s results to the author’s analytical 
intuitions. This lays the foundation for future work to quantify our algorithm’s tonal 
analyses against some ground truth of human-tagged Roman numerals. 
 

 

 
Fig 1:  Mozart’s K. 284, iii, mm. 1-8 

2 Materials and Method 

This study relies on the Yale Classical Archive Corpus, or YCAC.  This corpus, 
as described at www.ycac.yale.edu and White and Quinn [18], consists of MIDI files 
that have been divided into salami slices (each time a pitch is added or subtracted 
from the texture) identified with their onset time. The corpus has also been analyzed 

D:       I           vi           ii        V7  ß  Very Probable 

G:       V          iii          vi      V7/V  ß Probable           

A:       IV          ii           v       V7/IV  ß Improbable 

Db:    bII       bvii       biii   bVI7 ß Very Improbable 

 D: I V          I        vi        V7/V       ß Probable 

 G: V V/V     V      iii        V7/ii       ß Improbable 

 A: IV I         IV      ii        V7       ß  Very Probable           

 Db: bII bVI  bII  bvii      V7/bVI     ß Very Improbable 
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using a windowed key-profile analysis, such that each stretch of music identified is 
either identified with a key and mode or labeled ambiguous. “Start” and “End” tokens 
were added to the beginnings and endings of each file. The files were divided into 
lists of scale-degree sets, and divisions were made at key changes. Each slice was 
compiled as an unordered set of scale degrees, thereby ignoring the bass note and 
voicing. To simplify the dataset, if a set of cardinality < 3 was a subset of either adja-
cent set, the subset was deleted, as were repeated sets. (In the YCAC, a slice’s most 
frequent transition is almost always to itself: this fact was incorporated into the reduc-
tion function (see section 4.1), rather than the training set.) Prime forms of each slice 
were also compiled. This process was implemented in the Python language using the 
music21 software package (as described in Cuthbert and Ariza [19]). 

3 The reduction formalism 

The algorithm transforms a raw vocabulary of chords drawn from a musical surface 
into a reduced vocabulary using the original chords’ contexts (i.e. their transition 
probabilities) and their scale-degree content, reducing a musical surface based on 
contextual probabilities and some notion of edit distance. The formalization of Equa-
tion 1, adapted from White [20], shows that the series of observations o in the raw 
vocabulary O can be related to a reduced vocabulary S in which s and o at timepoint i 
share at least one set member. The two parameters of this equation are the contextual 
probability, or 𝑃(𝑠!|𝑘(𝑜!))   and the set proximity, or 𝜋(𝑠! , 𝑜!). The relationship be-
tween the two categories maximizes the product of the two parameters throughout the 
sequence of n events.  
                                                               𝑂 = (𝑜!, 𝑜!… 𝑜!)                    

  𝑆 = (𝑠!, 𝑠!… 𝑠!)      
𝑠!   ∩ 𝑜! ≥ 1                  (1)  
𝑆=  argmax   𝑃(𝑠!|𝑘(𝑜!))  𝜋(𝑠! , 𝑜!)!

!!!                                          
      

In what follows, we take a simple approach to these these general relationships, 
using simple n-gram probabilities with n = 1 (i.e., bigrams) drawn from the transitions 
in the raw vocabulary. The set proximity was determined by the number of common 
tones shared by the two chords si and oi. In the current study, at each stage reduction, 
we take the simplifying step of only considering chords related by the addition or 
subtraction of one scale degree (i.e., the intersection of the two sets is equal to the 
smaller set’s cardinality). 

4 The reduction process and reduced vocabulary 

In order to maximize the two parameters over the whole series of observations within 
the corpus, an iterative dynamic program was used. Figure 2 shows an example of a 
reduction, and section 4.1 illustrates the process through pseudo-code functions. To 
accommodate our earlier assumptions, repeats are removed at each iteration. Further-
more, to simplify the task (as well as remove encoding errors) improbable chords 
were removed, here defined as chords not within the top 85% of the zero-eth order 
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(unigram) probability mass. Once these steps have been taken, the above reduction 
formalism is applied. To maximize the probability of the entire sequence, the Viterbi 
algorithm is used (Jurafsky and Martin [21]).  

After applying the reduction process to each piece in the corpus, we now compile a 
reduced vocabulary, along with the transitions between those vocabulary members. 
Figure 3 shows various comparisons between the raw and reduced vocabularies. In 
3a, the reduced chord distribution is far more constrained than that of the raw. The 
same constraint is reflected in Figure 3b, the vocabulary’s prime-form distribution, 
and in Figure 3c V-chord transitions. Note that in the reduced version of the latter, 
there are only nine reduced options compared to the twelve raw options, with the top 
transitions being more frequent (40% compared to 12%).  

 

Fig. 2: An example of the reduction process in Mozart K. 279 

 

 
Fig. 3 continued on following page 
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Fig. 3: Various comparisons of the raw and reduced vocabularies 

4.1 Reduction pseudo-code  

 
# listOfChords is a list of scale-degree sets in an observation string 
# listOfChords[i] is a scale-degree set at timepoint i 
# listOfTopChords are the chords in the top x percent of the raw  
#    vocabulary’s unigram probability mass; in this study x = 85% 
# transitionProbs are probabilities with which chords progress to one  
#    another in the raw vocabulary, here using a bigram Markov chain 
# viterbi(listOfLists, probs) is a function that proceeds through the  
#    list of lists and chooses a pathway through the constituent lists  
#    to produce a series with the highest joint transition  
#    probabilities. The function returns the optimal list and its  
#    probability. 
#    In order to accommodate the removal of repeats within raw  
#    vocabulary, the function was programmed to favor chord repeats  
#    when choosing best pathways. 
# singltonHeuristic() and the ‘dominant seventh’ query are discussed  
#   in section 5.5 
 
def isImprobableChord(chord): 

IF listOfChords[i]) NOT IN listOfTopChords: 
    return FALSE 

 #returns command to not add chord to new list 
 
def removeIfIdentical(chord1, chord2, chord3): 

IF chord2 == chord1 OR chord2 == chord3: 
    RETURN FALSE 

 #returns command to not add chord to new list  
 
def createSubsSupers(chord): 

listOfSubsSupers = [chord] 
IF chord.primeForm == ‘dominant seventh’:  
     RETURN listOfSubsSupers 
     BREAK 
FOR pc in chord: 
 subSet = chord.delete(pc) 
 listOfSubsSupers.append(subSet) 
FOR pc in range(0, 12): 
 superSet = [chord + pc] 
 listOfSubsSupers.append(superSet) 
 listOfSubsSupers.singletonHeuristic() 

   RETURN listOfSubsSupers 
 #returns a list of subsets and supersets differing by one 

#   pc from original set, along with original set 
 
def reduce(listOfChords): 
DO 
  newListOfChords = [] 
FOR i in range(0, len(listOfChords):  
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   add = TRUE 
   add = removeIfIdentical(listOfChords[i-1], listOfChords[i], 
    listOfChords[i+1]) 
   add = isImprobableChord(listOfChords[i]) 
   IF add is TRUE: 
 newListOfChords.append(listOfChords[i]) 
    
   listOfSubsSupersAtEachTimePoint = [] 
   FOR chord in newListOfChords: 

listOfSubsSupersAtEachimePoint.append( 
   createSubsSupers(chord)) 

 optimalSeries, prob = viterbi(listOfSubsSupersAtEachTimePoint,  
   transitionProbs) 
 
IF optimalSeries == listOfChords: 
  return optimalSeries 
  break 

ELSE: listOfChords = optimalSeries 
 # the process continues until no more edits are made 
 #    and returns the optimal chord sequence along with the product of  
 #    the sequence’s transitions 
 LOOP   
  

5 Analysis 

5.1 Conforming to the reduced prime-form vocabulary 

In early versions of this algorithm, the myriad ways that an undifferentiated string of 
salami slices could be organized into scale-degree sets proved both computationally 
expensive and produced inconsistent results (as discussed in White [20]). It was there-
fore determined to divide the analytical task into two sub-routines: first, an unana-
lyzed musical surface is parsed to conform to the prime forms of the reduced vocabu-
lary; second, the surface is conformed to the reduced vocabulary’s scale-degree sets in 
order to determine the passage’s key.  Figure 4 illustrates the steps involved in the 
first sub-process.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Conforming Mozart K. 545, i,  m. 5 to the prime-form vocabulary 
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This subroutine essentially divides the music into metric levels and, favoring 
the stronger metric levels, finds combinations of pitches that produce the most 
probable prime forms, here reckoned as zero-eth order (unigram) probability-of-
occurrence within the reduced vocabulary. (We do not consider singletons to be 
optimal prime forms, the reasons for which are discussed below.)  Performing a 
meter-finding analysis on the music surrounding Figure 4 indicates that the 
quickest division of the music to be the sixteenth note, followed by the eighth 
note, and then the quarter note. (In principle, any meter-finding algorithm may be 
used; however, since we are committed to an analysis that begins with no prior 
knowledge or templates, this study uses Zikanov [22]’s autocorrelation approach, 
an algorithm that finds recurrent periodicities in note onset patterns.) The rows 
below Figure 6 list the prime forms produced at each metric level with the arrows 
indicating the combination used to produce these sets: after finding the beat’s 
prime forms, we add the pitches of the following subdivision and pulses. Once all 
possible combinations are considered, the pcs of the most probable prime form 
are collected, as shown in the example’s last row. The subroutine’s pseudo-code 
is shown in section 5.2.  

5.2 Prime-form analysis pseudo-code  

# slicePCsByMeter(piece) identifies three metric levels – beat,  
#   subdivision, and pulse – and returns the piece’s salami slices  
#   divided into those levels. This study uses the algorithm found in 
#   Zikanov[22] 
# beatPCHash will be the pc sets that occur on beats, indexed by their  
#   offset; other levels are indexed identically. 
# beatLength, subdivisionLength, and pulseLength will be the respective  
#   lengths of each level 
# firstBeat is the offset on which the piece begins 
# primeFormProbs is a hash of how frequently each prime form occurs in  
#   the reduced vocabulary 
# getMaxProbPcSet(pcSets, primFormProbs) returns the pc set with the  
#   highest reduced-vocabulary prime-form probability 

# the two heuristics are discussed in section 5.5 

beatPCHash, subdivisionPCHash, pulsePCHash = slicePCsByMeter(piece) 

offset = firstBeat 

listOfChosenPCs = [] 

while offset < piece.highestOffset: 

   PC1 = beatPCHash[offset] 

   PC2 = [beatPCHash[offset] +  

subdivisionPCHash[offset+subdivisionLength] 

 PC3 = [beatPCHash[offset] + pulsePCHash[offset+pulse]] 

 PC4 = [beatPCHash[offset] +  

pulsePCHash[offset+pulse+subdivisionLength]] 

 listOfPossiblePCs = [PC1, PC2, PC3, PC4] 

 listOfPossiblePCs.seventhHeuristic().singletonHeuristic() 

   bestPCs = getMaxProbPcSet(listOfPossiblePCs, primeFormProbs )    

   listOfChosenPCs.append(bestPCs) 

   offset += beatLength 
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5.3 Conforming to the reduced scale-degree set vocabulary 

Section 5.4 represents the second analytical subroutine in pseudo-code. Here, 
at each possible scale degree level, a window of music is subjected to the re-
duction procedures described in section 4. If the reduction process causes the 
window to fall below some preset number of chords x, the window is extended. 
(This ensures sufficient context – a long enough series of transitions – for suc-
cessful key finding.) As in the reduction process, the Viterbi algorithm chooses 
the sequence of chords that returns the maximum probability, now using 
chords from the reduced vocabulary; in turn, the transposition level whose se-
quence returns the highest probability is chosen as the analysis. Figure 1 can 
now be understood as a toy example of this process. At four different scale-
degree transpositions, the program returns relatively higher and lower overall 
probabilities, ultimately choosing that with the highest results.  The current 
program tracks the overall probabilities in bits: the first window chooses D 
major (39.115 bits) over G major (52.38 bits) and A major (119.394 bits); in 
the second passage, A major is now selected (13.558 bits) over D major 
(207.95 bits). 

5.4 Scale-degree analysis pseudo-code 

 
# windowLength is a variable that determines the number of chords  

#   to be analyzed  

# timepoint is the offset that begins the analysis 

# transpose(PClist, i) adds to each pc in a list of pc sets 

# x is be the number added to the window to ensure the reduced series  

#   is of the desired length 

# probabilityHash indexes each analysis by its probability (in bits) 

 

x =0 

i = 0 

probabilityHash = {} 

WHILE i < 12: 

window = listOfChosenPCs[timepoint : (timepoint + windowLength + x] 

transWindow = transpose(window, i) 

analzedWindow, transProb = reduce(transWindow) 

IF len(analyzedWindow) < windowLength: x +=1; CONTINUE 

ELSE:  

   probabilityHash[analyzedWindow] = transProb 

   i += 1, x = 0; CONTINUE 

 

bestAnalysis = KEY for MAX VALUE in probabilityHash 
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5.5  Two revisions from unsuccessful models 

The algorithm involves two heuristics that resulted from unsuccessful models; these 
revisions illustrate both interesting properties of the corpus used, and the challenges 
facing bottom-up algorithmic modeling. On the hand, the revisions highlight how 
complicated raw musical surfaces can be; on the other hand, they show the difficulties 
these complications pose for the key finding process. 

The first heuristic minimizes the presence of singletons; the second ensures that 
seventh chords were present in the vocabulary. Both the inclusion of singletons and 
the exclusion of sevenths introduced ambiguity into the key finding task. While sin-
gletons constituted a significant portion of both the raw and reduced vocabularies in 
several pilot versions of this process, their syntax is solipsistic: they tend to progress 
to and from only one another. While another study might investigate the syntax of 
such scalar passages, mixing scalar and tertian syntaxes returned inconsistent results, 
and singletons were excluded from the current investigation. singltonHeuristic() 
therefore removed singletons from lists of possible analyses. 

Similarly, reducing dominant sevenths to their triadic counterparts introduced simi-
lar ambiguity. Note in Figure 3 that V is more probable than V7: in a purely unsuper-
vised situation the latter would tend to edit to its more probable subset during the 
reduction process. Because V-I is so much more probable than I-IV in our reduced 
transitions, a progression that to a human would obviously be I-IV-I-V7 would be 
reduced by the unsupervised algorithm to V-I-V-V/V, since the probabilistic cost of 
the less-frequent V/V chord would be more than repaid by the very frequent V-I and 
I-V progressions. createSubsSupers() therefore codes a stop into the editing process if 
a dominant seventh is found on the surface; seventhHeuristic() removes all other sets 
if a list contains a dominant seventh. Favoring these sevenths improved the perfor-
mance of the key-finding task. 

6 Discussion  

6.1 Overlaps with Traditional Analysis 

Perhaps the most striking characteristic of this work is its overlap with traditional 
notions of Roman numeral analysis. As seen in Figure 3, the reduced vocabulary dis-
tills most non-traditional structures present in the raw vocabulary into triads and sev-
enth chords. The prime forms and syntax are also recognizable analogues to tradition-
al textbook tonal harmony, especially in their utility to produce intuitive tonal anal-
yses. By tracing a pathway between surface statistics and analytical intuition, the 
reduction process seems to illustrate properties of common-practice music (as repre-
sented by the YCAC) that invite analysts to adopt and are highlighted by Roman-
numeral analysis. Certain regularities of this corpus make it possible to distill the 
variegated surface statistics to a more recognizable tertian vocabulary, namely that 
chords with sub/superset relationships occur in the same contextual location frequent-
ly enough to be considered equivalent, and these equivalencies can provide a tonal 
vocabulary usable for key-finding. Similarly, the heuristics added to the process – 
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deemphasizing singletons and favoring seventh chords – suggest ways to further 
translate these regularities into a form more usable for a key finding task.  

However, these connections are bolsters only by intuition and not experimentation. 
Further work would quantify the success of this algorithm by either having its output 
graded by a series of human experts (e.g., a musical Turing Test) or comparing its 
analyses to the Roman numerals of hand-tagged corpora. 

It bears noting that the reduced vocabulary contains two non-traditional struc-
tures, suggesting their potential importance of these sets in the common practice. The 
fact that they appear in the reduced vocabulary means that they and their subsets and 
supersets occur with contextual regularity and frequency.  Both chords proceed from a 
variety of chords, but <Sol La Do> proceeds primarily to V, and <Do Re Sol> pro-
ceeds to I or viio. It is notable that non-tertian sonorities would arise from a process 
that produces mostly tertian chords. This finding indicates that tonal analysts might 
consider admitting non-tertian chords into their tonal vocabularies. 

6.2 Pedagogical Benefits 

From a cognitive and pedagogical standpoint, this work suggests a way that listeners 
might learn a musical vocabulary akin to Roman Numerals by being exposed to 
common-practice music. While any unsupervised learning claim would be purely 
speculative, the pedagogical fallout is anything but. Teaching music theory at an un-
dergraduate level often involves introducing students to common-practice music who 
have had little experience with that repertoire before. Their task – learning the norms 
and vocabulary of new repertoire – is exactly the computational task described here. 
Knowing which notes of a surface are chord tones and which are dissonances, identi-
fying a passage’s underlying key (and if and when it modulates) are difficult for both 
the untrained freshman and the algorithm.  While not advocating for undergraduate 
music theory to be taught in an algorithmic manner, a program that relies on the prop-
erties of the corpus to produce a reduced vocabulary can teach us about the process 
through which someone might learn a vocabulary of triads and seventh chords by 
being exposed to common-practice music. Such a viewpoint would encourage stu-
dents to: 

1. Consider the chord’s likelihood.  Reconsider analyses that include unlikely 
chords – e.g., ii9 or I42 – focus on more probable subsets and supersets. 

2. Consider the context. Some successions of chords are more expected than 
others: writing an unlikely successions – e.g., vi to I – is not ideal. 

3. Consider metric strength. Stronger metric levels will likely provide more in-
formation than weaker levels. If the strongest beats do not contain vocabu-
lary items, consider whether combining them with weaker subdivisions or 
pulses will produce either a vocabulary item or a subset/superset of one. 

4. Overall, think in terms of probability, not rules. A musical surface is likely 
to be overdetermined with several possible ways to analyze the pitch content. 
While nothing is strictly impossible, balancing probabilities will likely pro-
duce satisfying analyses.  
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6.3 Cultural Implications 

As described in Huron [23], Byros [24], White [25], and Long [26], different time 
periods, social groupings, and geographies produce corpora with different tonal prop-
erties. It not only seems possible, but expected that these corpora might differ to the 
point that they exhibit different underlying syntaxes. When we import an analytical 
method tailored to one repertoire onto another, we are at best using incorrect technol-
ogy and at worst imposing a problematic canon/periphery power dynamic into our 
analyses.  By deriving an analytical method from a corpus, we allow a repertoire to 
“speak for itself” using its own regularities, norms, and vocabulary. 

7 Conclusions and future goals 

An algorithm was presented that learns a tonal vocabulary and syntax by grouping 
together chords that share scale degrees and occur in the same contexts and compiling 
a transition matrix between these chord groups. This training was then used by an 
analysis algorithm to determine the key and chords of an unanalyzed piece of music. 
Due to its overlap with traditional Roman-numeral analysis, it was suggested that this 
method illustrates certain properties of common-practice music used and highlighted 
within traditional classroom analysis. Pedagogical and cultural implications were also 
discussed.  
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